EDITORIAL
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everything right, but the planes never came. Something essential was missing. In cargo cult science, what is missing is, using Feynman’s words: ‘… a kind of scientific integrity, a principle of scientific thought that corresponds to a kind of utter honesty – a kind of leaning over backwards. For example, if you’re doing an experiment, you should report everything that you think might make it invalid, not only what you think is right about it; other causes that could possibly explain your results; and things you thought of that you’ve eliminated by some other experiment and how they worked – to make sure the reader can tell they have been eliminated’.

Most Elements readers will have this requirement in their minds when they write their papers or reports, but when I go to the IPCC website and look at the ‘Summary for Policymakers’ and ‘Technical Summary’ of Working Group 1, ‘The Physical Science Basis’, in the 4th Assessment Report, I find something very different. The IPCC have adopted a system of ‘Confidence Terminology’, on a five-step sliding scale in which ‘very high confidence’ equates with ‘at least 9 out of 10 chance [of being correct], ‘very low confidence’ with ‘less than 1 out of ten chance’. Some of the uncertainties are ‘value uncertainties’ which are comparable with the analytical uncertainties with which we are all familiar. Others are ‘structural uncertainties’ which ‘arise from an incomplete understanding of the processes that control particular values or results, for example, when the conceptual framework or model used for analysis does not include all the relevant processes… Structural uncertainties are generally described by giving the authors’ collective judgement of their confidence in the correctness of a result’.

This, I fear, was exactly the mind-set that led to NASA’s ‘fantastic faith’ in the space shuttle. Structural uncertainties cannot be quantified by resolutions of committees, and the IPCC summary documents (probably the only parts policymakers and news reporters will read) should lean over backwards to make clear the problems and mysteries of the climate change field. By doing so their presentation would be strengthened, not weakened, and the IPCC would be protected from still common assertions that it is glossing over difficulties. In a science-based society our leaders should be exposed to science as it is, not an over-simplified, stripped-down version. As scientists we must never lose sight of the powerful ground-rules under which we operate. Policy should be made by people who understand those rules. Nature cannot be fooled.

Ian Parsons
ian.parsons@ed.ac.uk

FROM THE EDITORS

ABOUT THE ENERGY ISSUE

So much could be written on the topic of energy, and several approaches could have been taken for an issue of Elements on this theme. We liked Guest Editor Allison Macfarlane’s proposal to focus on some emergent technologies and to put this century’s energy requirements in the context of climate change.

NEXT EDITORIAL MEETING

The editors are planning to meet at the Frontiers in Mineral Sciences conference in Cambridge. We will be firming up our line-up for the remainder of 2008 and the beginning of 2009. We continue to solicit proposals, but many of our thematic issues have resulted from potential guest editors contacting us and expressing interest in leading an issue. Please do not hesitate to contact any of us with an idea or a proposal.

ABOUT THE ZIRCON ISSUE

We received several positive comments about the zircon issue. You liked the international diversity of the contributors. It was hard to put down. It had an “Excellent set of articles, with outstanding photos and images.” Our favourite comment was sent by a colleague, who related that he missed his bus stop because he was so immersed in his reading.

EARTH CITIZEN

In the energy debate, let’s not forget the three Rs: reduce, reuse and recycle. And as Earth scientists, shouldn’t we lead by example? Having a smaller car and a smaller home, and using public transportation, for example, do not change one’s lifestyle much, but taken together such gestures, no matter how small, make a difference. We therefore plan to introduce a new feature called Earth Citizen in which we turn the writing over to you. We are seeking inspiring opinion pieces from scientists who not only study the Earth but also have made changes to their lifestyles as they have recognized the stress the human population puts on our planet. Give us facts and relate your experience. Perhaps you have helped your campus become greener for example. For our part, we will investigate how we can make Elements greener.

Ian Parsons, Susan Stipp, Bruce Watson, and Pierrette Tremblay

IN PRAISE OF THE OPTICAL MICROSCOPE

As Ian Parsons points out (Elements, 2007, v3, i1), cutting-edge instrumentation and techniques, like the atomic force microscope and the ion probe, are producing exciting new results that are leading to a more complete understanding of Earth processes. In order to devote more time to introducing such advanced techniques to undergraduates, he suggests they spend less time learning crystal optics. Of course, future advances in the geosciences will, of necessity, depend on these techniques. But it is also true that the majority of students leaving university with a bachelor’s degree in geology will never come near high-performance instruments like the atomic force microscope during their careers. In my own business of Cu-Ni deposit research in a government geological survey, my everyday, bread-and-butter tools are (still) the optical microscope (transmitted and reflected light) and whole-rock chemical analyses. If I need exact mineral compositions, the local university has a microprobe. These are the tools that help me evaluate, on a first-order basis, the characteristics and potential of Cu-Ni showings I study in the field. For the price of a polished thin section, you can’t beat the amount of basic information that you can obtain with an optical microscope. For example, an exploration geologist looking for Cu-Ni would be very interested to know the texture of pentlandite, the composition of plagioclase, and if olivine is absent or present in his or her rock samples. An optical microscope gives these answers routinely. But it took me a long time to really understand how to determine the composition of plagioclase with an optical microscope—a lot of practice and theoretical understanding was necessary. I wonder if it is in the best interest of a student to use an optical microscope like a “black box,” not really understanding what he or she is doing. Ian Parsons is not suggesting dropping crystal optics completely. But I think it would not be an advantage to make changes in the geology curriculum that would limit the average field geologist’s ability to get as much practical information as possible out of his or her field work.

Thomas Clark
Quebec City, Canada

FROM A NEW MEMBER

I am a member of AAG and have just received my first Elements magazine. What a superb publication! I love the thematic nature of the issues and the review nature of the articles to catch up on aspects outside my own speciality! Congratulations to all involved with this publication—I look forward to many more issues! And I have already started browsing at back issues online also. Excellent stuff!

Kingsley Burlinson
Darwin, Australia
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